
The Next Generation Robot 
for Hospital Pharmacy
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The Medimat is Omnicell’s next 
generation, packing picking robot that 
can automate the storing, management 
and dispensing of medication packs.
Omnicell’s experience of providing cutting edge technology to support hospital’s central pharmacy 
processes has enabled us to create a new generation of robot, one that is fit for purpose, supports 
effective and efficient workflows and saves you time and money. 

We’ve taken innovative steps to explore every aspect of hospital pharmacy and as a result we’ve 
created Medimat next generation robot, which encompasses many new features and functions that 
will revolutionise and improve how your pharmacy operates, whilst also offering FMD compliance.
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Store and dispense medications with Medimat 

 A Chaotic automated pharmacy storage system 
with integrated scanner.

 A Improve stock management - keep track of expiry 
dates and manage medications by FEFO.

 A In-built redundancy for loading and dispensing 
- Omnicell’s innovative technology enables the 
robot to continue to dispense even if there is an 
error. The Medimat next generation will continue 
to process orders so that the error can be fixed 
later, which means valuable dispensing time  
is not interrupted or wasted.

Feature highlights The Medimat provides  
reports on usage, allowing for 
stock profiling (order what you 
need when you need it) and 

gives you data to support bulk 
buying high usage meds or 
negotiate a call-off schedule 
with medication suppliers.



Automate the loading of medication packs with the...
Speedbox - revolutionise 
managing fast moving lines

 A Channel top-speed stocking 
system for fast moving items.

 A Dedicated channels for most 
frequently used items. 

 A Available in three sizes.

 A Allows for direct or indirect 
dispensing.

Fill-in-Box  

 A The Fill-in-Box is an automated 
loading system

 A Capacity can be increased by 
extending the conveyor length 
as required. 

 A The input speed of the  
Fill-in-Box is up to 300 packs 
per hour plus 300 per every 
metre of conveyor. 

Fill-in-Door

 A Available in 3 different loading 
modes. 

 A New Fill-in-Door Direct input 
mode has been adapted in  
line with FMD requirements 
so you can get items in stock 
much faster using the new 
multi-picking gripper.
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State-of-the-Art Conveyor Technology
 A Packs are dispensed into ward boxes utilising multi picking heads for maximum speed.
 A Barcoded and numbered ward boxes are scanned as they make their way to the dispensing points.  
 A A report on medications issued is printed so that other medications items outside the robot can be picked.  

Available with up to 10 metres of loading conveyor belt so you can load more medication and manage 
more product lines with the Medimat - next generation robot, than any of Omnicell’s previous robots. 
This means you can automate more stock and reduce unnecessary stock outs and wastage.



Improved gripper technology 
 A The gripper dimensions have increased so the robot 
can manage larger medications packs, increasing the 
number of lines that can be automated.

 A Single or multi-picking picking heads are available. 
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Custom made to suit your needs  
and pharmacy workflows 

 A Various models available for different space layouts: 
•  Conveyor belt for same floor storage areas 
•  Pneumatic tubes for large distances 
•  Lift for up and down travelling 
•  Spiral slide systems, downpipes and chutes

 A A new, modern look and feel. Available in four different colours  
and 16 standard combinations to match pharmacy branding.

 A Variable height and variable length. 

 A Available as a single or twin solution. 

 A Available in straight, L-shaped and U-shaped configuration. 
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Simplify and automate the management 
of unlabeled packs and part packs with 
Universal Logistic Management 
The Universal Logistics Management (ULM) middleware acts like a universal translator 
facilitating communication between various applications from different software systems 
into the Medimat next generation robot. The ULM has a part pack managing module 
which further automates the handling of part packs in the central pharmacy and enables 
seamless return into the robot.

Key features:
Interoperability: The ULM serves as the 
interface engine to external systems such as 
PIS/HIS and ensures correct data exchange 
between such systems and the Medimat 
next generation robot.

Dashboard: An abundance of dashboards 
are available which enables multiple staff 
from operators to pharmacy managers, 
to have an overview of the production for 
multiple robots. 

Security: Multi-user management can  
be directly connected to your IT LDAP. 

Full Audibility: Trace each movement,  
follow batch recalls and manage FMD  
serial numbers. 

Seamless integration with IT: 
 A No requirements to install software  
on each PC.

 A Software and Windows updates  
are done automatically following  
your IT policies. 
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The part pack feature of Omnicells’ 
ULM middleware streamlined  
one-stop-dispensing and has  
freed up staff time at Morriston 
Hospital in Swansea, Wales. 

Significant reduction in increased pack splitting

Before the implementation of ULM it was difficult to know which 
medication packs had already been opened resulting in another box of 
the same medication to be opened which was causing significant more 
packs opened, roughly 100-120 per day. As Omnicell robot dispensing 
system stores and manages the part packs, the team can easily find out 
if a medication pack has already been opened, therefore a new pack is 
only opened if required. 

Time for returning part packs into the robot before and 
after ULM implementation
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>£ 7,000 
Savings per year ROI < 3 years                     

50% 
Time saving to return part  
packs into the robot    

up to 100%  
Reduction in increased 
splitting waste 

Customer spotlight

Did you know?
The Medimat next generation robot 

integrates with Omnicell’s point 
of care, ward-based technology 
providing automated efficiency 

that eliminates human errors from 
medication pack dispensing in 

central pharmacy to administration 
medication to patients. 



Automating your medication management 
process can support you in making your business 
more efficient and profitable. Making the 
decision to automate and adopt Omnicell robotic 
technology is your first step to revolutionizing 
your pharmacy by saving time, money and 
helping to reduce human errors. However we 
know making the decision to invest in digital 
transformation can be significant. Perhaps 
the biggest concern is how to integrate new 
technologies within existing workflows without 
causing significant disruption.

Omnicell works in partnership with pharmacies 
because we know this isn’t necessarily your area 
of expertise - but it is ours.

You will be supported by our industry 
certified project managers who use defined 
methodologies honed over a long period of 
time to deliver excellence with minimal possible 
disruption. Our project team will be there to 
guide you through this complex process. 

Our install teams are automation and robotics 
experts that understand the complexities of such 
technology. They will work with your pharmacy 
to quickly and safely deliver your automation 
solution. Our team of experts will work with you 
to realign workflows and train your teams so 
you will immediately start to see benefits of the 
robotic solution. 

Supporting  
you to success



0161 413 5333
automationsalesuk@omnicell.com 
www.omnicell.co.uk

Omnicell and the Omnicell design mark are registered trademarks and XT is a trademark of Omnicell, Inc. in the United States 
and internationally. All other trademarks and trade names are the property of their respective owners. ©2020 All rights reserved.

Want to find out more about the Medimat - 
the next generation robot. Don’t hesitate to 
contact our team of experts on:


